
YOUR GUIDE TO

PINK DIAMONDS FROM THE 
ARGYLE DIAMOND MINE



The Argyle Mine 
Owned in full by Rio Tinto
Located in the remote East Kimberley Region of Western 

Australia, the Argyle Diamond Mine commenced production in 

1983, and since has enthralled the world with a depth, range 

and intensity of colour never seen before. The Argyle diamond 

mine has produced diamonds ranging in colour from brown 

to pink to blue to white. However, the Argyle diamond mine is 

best recognised for its production of rare pink diamonds and 

accounts for 90% of the world’s pink diamond supply. 

Why Are they Coveted  
An investment opportunity*
Less than 1% of the Argyle mines production were pink and 

having exhausted economical production, the Argyle mine 

ceased operations in November 2020 making the already 

rare and coveted Argyle Pink Diamonds even more in demand 

resulting in their value significantly increasing year on year. 

Pink diamonds have a strong history of long term growth 

where other investments, including gold, have seen price 

drops’ pink diamonds have seen consistent growth, even 

during periods of great financial uncertainty. Pink diamonds 

average 10-12% annual growth as reported by Fancy Colour 

Research Foundation (FCRF). 
*Showcase Jewellers are not a financial adviser and as such recommend all prospective consumers 
to seek professional guidance from your financial adviser before investing in pink diamonds.



Colour Guide 
Each Argyle pink diamond is unique, therefore Argyle have 

provided a comprehensive colour guide  to help identify each 

pink diamonds colour grade. But due to their uniqueness  

these grades are representative only, colours will still vary 

within the categories.

There are three factors considered when looking at the colour 

of a pink diamond, they are the diamonds hue, tone and 

saturation. Hue refers to the dominant colour of the diamond. 

Tone refers to the amount of lightness or darkness in the 

diamond. And saturation which is the strength or intensity of 

the hue. 

The Argyle pink diamonds colour guide:

PURPLISH PINK

  WHITE         9PP            8PP            7PP             6PP           5PP           4PP             3PP             2PP            1PP

  WHITE         9PR            8PR            7PR            6PR           5PR            4PR            3PR            2PR            1PR

     PC1            PC2           PC3                                BL1             BL2            BL3                           PURPLISH     RED
                                  RED

  WHITE           9P               8P              7P             6P                 5P              4P               3P               2P               1P

PINK

PINK ROSE

PINK CHAMPAGNE                    BLUE VIOLET                              RED



Authenticity 
All of our Argyle Pink diamonds come with a gem identification 

and authenticity document. This report identifies a unique lot 

number and details the diamonds carat weight, shape, clarity 

and colour. This report guarantees the authenticity of your 

pink diamond. 

All of our Argyle pink diamonds from the Argyle diamond 

mine 0.08ct and above are also laser inscribed with its 

own unique Argyle Lot Number which corresponds to 

its gem identification authenticity report. This unique 

identification number inscribed into the diamond along side 

the identification report verifies the chain of custody that the 

diamond has come from the Argyle Mine to the customers 

hands, so you can purchase with confidence. 

*Showcase Jewellers is not a financial adviser and as such recommend all prospective consumers 
to seek professional guidance from your financial adviser before investing in pink diamonds.


